Dear Colleagues,

The Commission of Higher Education will soon be issuing a Request for Proposals regarding its South Carolina Centers of Economic Excellence Endowed Professorship Program. In the planned call for proposals, CHE will limit each individual research institution to a maximum of six (6) applications that involve only one institution. Because collaboration and cooperation is encouraged, there is no limitation on the number of consortial proposals in which one institution serves as fiscal agent but has other South Carolina research university partners.

This is a reminder that the deadline is Monday, August 25, 2003. I would ask that you share this information with as many of your colleagues as possible. Thank you.

Brittany Doleac

Brittany Doleac, MPA
Proposal Development Coordinator
USC Research Foundation
901 Sumter Street, Byrnes Building
Columbia, SC 29208

803.777.2983 - Phone
803.777.4136 - Fax

CC: Boccanfuso, Anthony